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Right here, we have countless ebook The Distant Echo Val
Mcdermid and collections to check out. We additionally
meet the expense of variant types and afterward type of the
books to browse. The all right book, fiction, history, novel,
scientific research, as well as various supplementary sorts of
books are readily understandable here.

As this The Distant Echo Val Mcdermid, it ends going on
instinctive one of the favored ebook The Distant Echo Val
Mcdermid collections that we have. This is why you remain in
the best website to look the incredible books to have.

The Torment of
Others Minotaur
Books
Val McDermid's
The Distant Echo
is, even more so
than with her

previous work, a
masterpiece of
trickery and
misdirection. In
1978, four male
students find the
body of Rosie Duff
half-buried in the
snow and their
lives are variously
damaged by the
suspicion that falls
on them when the

murder is never
solved; a quarter of
a century later, the
case is reopened
and suddenly the
quartet start to be
killed one after the
other.
The
Retribution
HarperCollins
Investigating
the discovery
of a murdered
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child on a
demolition
site, pregnant
archaeologist
Ruth Galloway
teams up with
Detective Harry
Nelson to
discern the
victim's
identity before
realizing that
she is being
targeted by a
dangerous
assailant. By
the author of
The Crossing
Places.

The Colours of
Death Byrd Book
Llc
MURDERS THAT
DEFY
DETECTION.
Discover the stories
behind some of the
most infamous
unsolved murders
of the last century,
including the Black

Dahlia, the Zodiac
Killer and the
JonBenét Ramsey
case. Detailing
essential evidence.
Profiling key
suspects. Tracking
police
investigations.
Sorting facts from
speculation.
1979 Harper
Collins
The stunning first
novel in the Kate
Brannigan series,
from No.1 Sunday
Times bestseller
Val McDermid.
'This is crime
writing of the very
highest order' The
Times
A Silent Death
Harper Collins
**THE BRAND-
NEW
THRILLER
FROM THE
SUNDAY
TIMES

BESTSELLER**
**'A TERRIFIC
WRITER' MARK
BILLINGHAM**
**PETER MAY:
OVER 4.5
MILLION
COPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDE**
Set in Southern
Spain, A Silent
Death is the
scorching new
thriller from
worldwide
bestselling
author of The
Lewis Trilogy,
Cast Iron and I'll
Keep You Safe.
A SILENT VOW
Spain, 2020.
When expat
fugitive Jack
Cleland watches
his girlfriend die,
gunned down in
a pursuit
involving officer
Cristina Sanchez
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Pradell, he
promises to
exact his
revenge by
destroying the
policewoman. A
SILENT LIFE
Cristina's aunt
Ana has been
deaf-blind for
the entirety of
her adult life:
the victim of a
rare condition
named Usher
Syndrome. Ana
is the centre of
Cristina's world
- and of
Cleland's cruel
plan. A SILENT
DEATH John
Mackenzie - an
ingenious yet
irascible
Glaswegian
investigator - is
seconded to aid
the Spanish
authorities in

their manhunt.
He alone can
silence Cleland
before the
fugitive has the
last, bloody,
word. Peter
May's latest
bestseller unites
a strong,
independent
Spaniard with a
socially inept
Scotsman; a
senseless
vendetta with a
sense-deprived
victim, and a red-
hot Costa Del
Sol with an ice-
cold killer.
The Skeleton
Road Minotaur
Books
A killer is on the
loose, blurring
the line between
fact and fiction.
His prey - the
writers of crime
novels who have

turned
psychological
profilers into the
heroes of the
nineties. But this
killer is like no
other. His
bloodlust shatters
all the
conventional
wisdom
surrounding the
motives and
mechanics of how
serial killers
operate. And for
one woman, the
desperate hunt to
uncover his
identity becomes
a matter of life
and death.
Professor Fiona
Cameron is an
academic
psychologist who
uses computer
technology to help
police forces
track serial
offenders. She
used to help the
Met, but vowed
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never to work for
them again when
they went against
her advice and
subsequently
botched an
investigation. Still
smarting from the
experience, she's
working a case in
Toledo when her
lover, thriller
writer Kit Martin,
tells her a fellow
crime novelist has
been murdered.
It's not her case,
but Fiona can't
help taking an
interest. When the
killer strikes
again Fiona finds
herself caught in a
race against time
- not only to save
a life but also to
find redemption,
both personal and
professional. Rich
in atmosphere,
Val McDermid's
Killing the
Shadows uses the

backdrops of city
and country to
create an air of
threatening
menace,
culminating in a
tense
confrontation
between hunter
and hunted, a
confrontation that
can have only one
outcome.
The Mermaids
Singing
HarperCollins UK
This "cunningly
plotted" (New
York Times)
thriller is coming
to Britbox this
October!
Bestselling,
award-winning
author Val
McDermid
delivers her most
stunning story
yet in The
Distant Echo--an
intricate, thought-
provoking tale of
murder and

revenge. Four in
the morning, mid-
December, and
snow blankets St.
Andrews School.
Student Alex
Gilbery and his
three best friends
are staggering
home from a party
when they
stumble upon the
body of a young
woman. Rosie
Duff has been
raped, stabbed
and left for dead
in the ancient
Pictish cemetery.
The only suspects
are the four
young students
stained with her
blood. Twenty-
five years later,
police mount a
cold case review.
Among the
unsolved murders
they're examining
is that of Rosie
Duff. But someone
else has his own
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idea of justice.
One of the original
quartet dies in a
suspicious house
fire and soon
after, a second is
killed. Alex fears
the worst.
Someone is taking
revenge for Rosie
Duff. And it might
just save his life if
he can uncover
who really killed
Rosie all those
years ago.
A Darker Domain
Minotaur Books
The Distant
EchoMinotaur
Books

The Distant
Echo Harper
Collins
The fifth book
in the Magic
Men
series,Now
You See
Themis a wild
mystery with

detective Edgar
Stephens and
the magician
Max Mephisto,
as they
investigate a
string of
presumed
kidnappings in
the swinging
1960s. The
new decade is
going well for
Edgar Stephens
and his good
friend the
magician Max
Mephisto.
Edgar is
happily
married, with
children, and
promoted to
Superintendent.
Max has found
fame and
stardom in
America,

though is now
back in England
for a funeral,
and a
prospective
movie job.
Edgar's new
wife,
though--former
detective
Emma--is
restless and
frustrated at
home, knowing
she was the
best detective
on the team.
But when an
investigation
into a string of
disappearing
girls begins,
Emma sees her
chance to get
back in the
action. She
begins her own
hunt,
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determined to
prove, once and
for all that
she's better
than the boys.
Though she's
not the only
one working
toward that
goal--there's a
new woman on
the force, and
she's
determined to
make detective.
When two more
girls go
missing, both
with ties to the
group, the
stakes climb
ever higher,
and Max finds
himself drawn
into his own
search. Who
will find the
girls first? And

will they get
there in time?
The Distant
Echo
(Detective
Karen Pirie,
Book 1)
Quercus
Publishing
The first novel
in the
bestselling
Karen Pirie
series The
award-winning
Number One
bestseller and
Queen of crime
fiction Val
McDermid
carves out a
stunning
psychological
thriller. The
past is behind
them, but
what’s still to
come will tear

them apart...
Beneath The
Bleeding
Sphere
Taut,
suspenseful
and ferociously
readable
thriller
featuring
psychological
profiler Dr
Tony Hill, hero
of the hugely
succesful
television
series 'The
Wire in the
Blood'.
The Janus Stone
Hachette UK
The first novel in
the bestselling
Karen Pirie
series The award-
winning Number
One bestseller
and Queen of
crime fiction Val
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McDermid carves
out a stunning
psychological
thriller. The past
is behind them,
but what's still to
come will tear
them apart...

Val McDermid
3-Book Crime
Collection: A
Place of
Execution, The
Distant Echo,
The Grave
Tattoo
HarperCollins
UK
Mickey Bale, a
close
protection
officer at the
Met, wants
revenge on the
mafia family
who killed his
sister.
Out of Bounds
HarperCollins

UK
Before Blood is
the Sky, the
Alex McKnight
series had
already hit
bestseller lists
and won
awards, but this
novel took it to
a whole new
level. Set in the
forests of
northern
Ontario, a land
of savage
beauty and
sudden danger,
Blood Is the Sky
shows why
Steve Hamilton
is one of the
most acclaimed
crime novelists
writing today.
Alex McKnight
isn't a man with
many friends,
but the few he
has know

they're never
alone in a fix. So
when Vinnie
LeBlanc asks for
his help in taking
a trip deep into
Canada in search
of his missing
brother, he
knows he can
count on Alex.
His brother had
taken a job as a
hunting guide for
a rough crew of
Detroit
"businessmen."
The group was
due back days
ago, yet there's
been no sign of
them, and
there's mounting
evidence of
something odd
about their
disappearing act.
The trackless
forests of
northern Ontario
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keep many
secrets, but
none more
shocking than
the one that
Alex is about to
uncover. And
the more closely
Alex looks for
answers, the
more questions
there become.
Cleanskin Harper
Collins
“[A Darker
Domain]
combines a
thrilling story
with
heartbreaking
questions of
social justice and
history.” —Seattle
Times The New
York Times calls
Val McDermid,
“As smooth a
practitioner of
crime fiction as
anyone out
there…the best
we’ve got.” Time

spent with her
extraordinary
thriller, A Darker
Domain, will
prove that it’s
true. Set in
Scotland, the
milieu of Ian
Rankin’s John
Rebus,
McDermid’s
brilliant
exploration of
loyalty and greed
intertwines the
past and present.
It was chosen as a
New York Times
Notable Crime
Book of the Year
and was a finalist
for the Los
Angeles Times
Book Prize.

The Torment
of Others
HarperCollins
Twelve years.
Twelve dead
girls. Thirteen
will be unlucky

for some. The
Number One
bestselling
crime thriller
from the award-
winning Stuart
MacBride. A
bloody, brilliant
and brutal
story of
murder, kidnap
and revenge.
Distant Echo
Minotaur
Books
Psychologist
Tony Hill and
ex-DCI Carol
Jordan—the UK
crime fighting
partners from
the TV series
Wire in the
Blood—face
down a serial
killer.
International
bestselling
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crime writer
Val
McDermid’s
work speaks
for itself: her
books have
sold millions of
copies
worldwide, won
numerous
accolades, and
attracted a
devoted
following of
readers around
the globe.
Cross and Burn
picks up where
The Retribution
left off:
following the
best crime-
fighting team in
the UK—clinical
psychologist
Tony Hill and
police detective
Carol

Jordan—who
when we last
saw them were
barely
speaking, and
whose
relationship will
now be
challenged
even further.
But just
because
they’re not
talking doesn’t
mean the killing
stops. Women
are being
murdered—ones
who bear an
unsettling
resemblance to
Carol Jordan.
And when the
evidence
begins to point
in a disturbing
direction,
thinking the

unthinkable
seems the only
possible
answer.
Cornered by
events, Tony
and Carol are
forced to fight
for themselves
and each other
as never
before.
“McDermid is
as smooth a
practitioner of
crime fiction as
anyone out
there . . . She’s
the best we’ve
got.” —The New
York Times
Book Review
Trick Of The
Dark Head of
Zeus Ltd
A chilling, high-
velocity thriller
featuring
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psychologist Dr.
Tony Hill and
detective Carol
Jordan from the
international
bestselling
crime writer.
Tony Hill has
had a good run.
He and
detective Carol
Jordan have put
away scores of
dangerous
criminals at a
rate that
colleagues
envy. But there
is one serial
killer who has
shaped and
defined their
careers, and
whose evil
surpasses all
others: Jacko
Vance, ex-
celebrity and

sociopath
whose
brilliance and
utter lack of
remorse have
never left
Tony’s mind in
the ten years
since his
imprisonment.
Now Jacko has
escaped from
prison—even
more twisted
and cunning
than before, he
is focused on
wreaking
revenge on
Tony and Carol
for his years
spent behind
bars. Tony and
Carol don’t
know when
Jacko will
strike, or
where. All they

know is that
Jacko will
cause them to
feel fear like
they’ve never
known. An
utterly gripping
tour de force,
The Retribution
is the ideal
introduction or
re-introduction
to the world of
Tony Hill and
Carol Jordan. It
is an
unforgettable
read. “I love
every word Val
McDermid
writes. If you
haven’t
discovered her
genius yet, you
are in for a
rare treat.”
—Harlan Coben
Imagine A
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Country
Detective Karen
Pirie
Unmarked
graves are
found on the
grounds of an
old orphanage in
this “riveting”
British crime
thriller by an
Edgar Award
finalist
(Publishers
Weekly, starred
review). With
profiler Tony
Hill behind bars
and Carol
Jordan no
longer with the
police, he’s
finding
unexpected
outlets for his
talents in jail
and she’s joined
forces with a
group of
lawyers and

forensics
experts looking
into suspected
miscarriages of
justice. But
they’re doing it
without each
other; being in
the same room
at visiting hour
is too painful to
contemplate.
Meanwhile,
construction is
suddenly halted
on the
redevelopment
of an orphanage
after dozens of
skeletons are
found buried at
the site.
Forensic
examination
reveals they
date from
between twenty
and forty years
ago, when the
nuns were

running their
repressive
regime. But then
a different set of
skeletons is
discovered in a
far
corner—young
men from as
recent as ten
years ago. When
newly promoted
DI Paula
McIntyre
discovers that
one of the male
skeletons is that
of a killer who is
supposedly alive
and behind
bars—and the
subject of one of
Carol’s
miscarriage
investigations—it
brings Tony and
Carol irresistibly
into each
other’s orbit
once again in
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this masterfully
plotted novel by
“the queen of
psychological
thrillers” (Irish
Independent).
How the Dead
Speak Canongate
Books
Confined to a
hospital bed after
an attack by a
mental patient,
psychologist and
profiler Dr. Tony
Hill struggles to
make sense of
the fragmentary
information that
reaches him in
the aftermath of
two staggering
crimes. A star
soccer player has
been poisoned
and, shortly
afterward, the
local stadium is
rocked by a bomb
blast, leaving
dozens dead and
more injured.

Meanwhile, his
customary ally,
Detective Chief
Inspector Carol
Jordan, is being
pushed out of the
investigation by
government
intelligence
sources. Is it
homegrown
terrorism or could
money—or
something else—be
involved? Bringing
together two of
crime fiction’s
richest
characters,
Beneath the
Bleeding is a
terrifying and
absorbing addition
to a bestselling
series. Val
McDermid’s Tony
Hill and Carol
Jordan books—the
basis for the
acclaimed
television show
Wire in the
Blood—have made

her a favorite of
readers in Canada
and around the
world, and
confirm her status
as a master of
psychological
suspense.
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